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Your SLK-Class is a
perfect piece of

automotive design. 
So when it comes to

accessories you’ll
naturally want the
same guarantee of

Mercedes-Benz style 
and excellence. 

Welcome to the SLK-Class
accessory brochure.
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Carrier system
The SLK-Class is an open-topped
roadster and a hard-roofed coupé in
one. That means it’s ideal when you
want to take off for a sporty
weekend. Our robust carrier system
delivers all the performance you
need – whatever your plans.

Alustyle is range of roof accessories
that lets you add your choice of
specialist racks to a set of Alustyle
basic carrier bars, all designed to fit
your SLK-Class perfectly. 
The range includes a choice of
general-purpose luggage carriers. 
If you’re into adventure activities –
skiing, canoeing, cycling – you can
choose a specially designed rack to
keep your equipment secure in
transit. Alustyle makes it easy to get
up and go.
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Carrier system Fig.
Alustyle, basic carrier bars Style B B6 781 2108 £419.00 Main
Only with code 726

Alustyle system
Roof cycle rack B6 684 8550 £79.00 1
Roof box, long, opens on left matt silver B6 687 0090 £271.00
Roof box, long, opens on right matt silver B6 687 0091 £307.00
Roof box, long, opens on left titanium metallic B6 687 0092 £329.00
Roof box, long, opens on right titanium metallic B6 687 0093 £351.00
Roof box, medium, opens on left matt silver B6 687 0100 £335.00
Roof box, medium, opens on right matt silver B6 687 0101 £335.00
Roof box, medium, opens on left titanium metallic B6 687 0102 £400.00
Roof box, medium, opens on right titanium metallic B6 687 0103 £400.00
Ski rack insert for long roof box
for up to 3 pairs of skis B6 687 0094 £63.00
Luggage set for long roof box, 4-piece B6 687 0095 £73.00
Luggage container, short B6 684 8359 £442.00 2
Combined ski/snowboard rack B6 685 1701 £46.00 Main
Ski rack, tilt-down B6 684 8438 £97.00
Board rack B6 684 8351 £64.00
Surfboard rack B6 684 8447 £69.00 3
Canoe rack B6 684 8435 £69.00
Transport support straps B6 684 8449 £47.00
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Boot storage/
luggage care
Make the most of every available
inch with the addition of a few
simple, well-designed accessories. 
The durable storage nets will keep
fragile items secure when you’re
on the move, while the boot tubs
can help to protect the interior
from dirty or sharp objects. Enjoy
the versatility, enjoy the freedom.

Telephone consoles
Keep in touch while on the move
with our range of hands-free
consoles and phone cradles.
They are available for most popular
make of mobile phones.

For your hands-free system to operate you will
require 1 x telephone console, 1 x hands-free
system and 1 x mobile phone cradle. Please
consult your local retailer for full details.
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Boot storage and luggage care Fig.
Boot tub, shallow with SLK lettering B6 664 8059 £71.00
Luggage securing feature 50x50x980mm B6 664 8220 £12.00 3
Luggage net, side of boot B6 766 0087 £21.00 Main
Luggage net, floor of boot/loading sill B6 766 0088 £25.00 Main
Luggage bag for boot B6 676 6260 £48.00
Luggage bag for boot B6 695 0068 £132.00 2

Telephone consoles with hands-free
Console for system FSE 11 anthracite B6 788 1106 £123.00

Hands-free systems
Hands-free system FSE 11 extra kit B6 787 5709 £55.00
Hands-free system FSE 11 basic kit B6 787 5711 £135.00
ICANI2 B6 788 5153 £224.00

Mobile phone cradles
For Nokia 6210, 6310, 6310i phone cradle B6 787 5822 £131.00
For Siemens S45, S45i, C45, M50,
MT50, ME45 phone cradle B6 787 5826 £131.00 1
For Siemens S55 (S55i), C55, M55 phone cradle B6 787 5827 £131.00
For Sony Ericsson T610 and T630 phone cradle B6 787 5830 £131.00
For Siemens CX65 phone cradle B6 787 5831 £131.00
For Nokia 6100, 6610, 6610i, 7250i pop port B6 787 5835 £131.00
For Nokia 6220, 6230 pop port B6 787 5832 £131.00
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Floor mats
Whether you want to make an
individual statement or simply
protect the interior of your
SLK-Class from wear and tear, 
these floor mats offer quality, 
style and choice. 

Velour adds a touch of luxury,
while the ribbed mats deliver
long-lasting performance. For
ultimate practicality there is also
a choice of rubber mats in two
different colours.

Seat covers
Practical, hardwearing, stylish –
SLK-Class seat covers are designed
to both enhance the interior
ambiance and protect your
Mercedes-Benz from everyday 
wear and tear. 
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Velour mats Fig.
Complete set, auto and manual,
mushroom head fasteners black B6 629 0032 £48.00 4

Ribbed mats
Complete set, auto and manual,
mushroom head fasteners black B6 636 0236 £47.00 3

Rubber mats
Complete set, auto and manual,
mushroom head fasteners black B6 668 0182 £28.00 2

Seat covers
Front seat cover, left, single black B6 798 2523 £81.00 1
Front seat cover, right, single black B6 798 2524 £81.00
Head restraint cover, single black B6 798 2525 £25.00
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Child seats/
child accessories
From 8 months to age 12, the
Mercedes-Benz range of child seats
gives you the peace of mind that your
young passengers are protected and
secure. They are engineered with
both comfort and safety in mind, and
are certified as complying with
European regulations. Their
hardwearing moisture-absorbing
covers can easily be removed and
washed. ISOFIX is a one-click
fastening system that makes the
‘Angel & Driver’ seat quick and easy
to fit. The Automatic Child Seat
Recognition (ACSR) device
automatically disarms your car’s
airbag when the child seat is used 
in the SLK-Class passenger seat.
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Child seats, ages 8 months to 4 years Fig.
DUO child safety seat ‘Angel & Driver’
with ISOFIX and ACSR transponder blue/multicolour B6 686 8205 £295.00 2

Child safety seats, ages 31/2 to 12 years
KID child seat, ‘Angel & Driver’
without ACSR transponder blue/multicolour B6 686 8308 £116.00
KID child seat, ‘Angel & Driver’
with ACSR transponder blue/multicolour B6 686 8309 £158.00
KID child seat, ‘Daimler Square’
without ACSR transponder anthracite/grey B6 686 8302 £137.00
KID child seat, ‘Daimler Square’
with ACSR transponder anthracite/grey B6 686 8303 £184.00 1

Child accessories
Rucky – child’s bag/booster seat B6 686 8180 £88.00 3
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Interior refinements
What better way to enjoy the superb
driving dynamics of your SLK-Class
than through an exclusive steering
wheel? You’ll have multi-function
integral controls that bring many
features to your fingertips, and 
you’ll enjoy the comfort and texture
of natural materials. Door sill panels
help to protect the interior from
wear and tear, while a draught stop
makes open top-driving even 
more fun.
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Steering Wheel Fig.
Wood/leather sudan brown, vavona black,

vavona wood B6 681 7806 £460.00 Main
Door sill panels
Illuminated, set of 2,
complete with light strip blue with SLK lettering B6 689 0084 £353.00 2

Draught stop
With stowage bag,
not for vehicles with optional extra leather trim roll bars B6 781 2224 £279.00 1
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Alloy wheels
High-performance alloy wheels
will further enhance the beauty of
your SLK-Class and offer you the
best driving dynamics – superb road
holding and superior lateral stability. 

Please note: Increased rim sizing may, in some
cases, require an appropriate change in tyre. 
All prices for alloy wheels are per wheel
excluding tyre fitting. For the full range of 
alloy wheels and AMG wheels please refer 
to the alloy wheel brochure.
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Alloy wheels Fig.
Incenio 6-spoke wheel,
sterling silver 7J x 16 ET37, 205/55 R16 B6 647 0748 £171.00 1
Incenio 6-spoke wheel,
sterling silver* 8J x 16 ET30, 225/50 R16 B6 647 0749 £179.00
Incenio 10-spoke wheel,
sterling silver 7.5J x 17 ET36, 225/45 R17 B6 647 0789 £160.00 2
Incenio 10-spoke wheel, 
sterling silver* 8.5J x 17 ET30, 245/40 R17 B6 647 0790 £165.00
Incenio 6-spoke wheel, 
2-piece, sterling silver 7.5J x 17 ET36, 225/45 R17 B6 647 0256 £418.00 3
Incenio 6-spoke wheel,
2-piece, sterling silver* 8.5J x 17 ET30, 245/40 R17 B6 647 0257 £417.00
Incenio multispoke wheel,
forged, bicolour, high sheen 7.5J x 18 ET37, 225/40 R18 B6 647 4242 £497.00 4
Incenio multispoke wheel,
forged, bicolour, high sheen* 8.5J x 18 ET30, 245/35 R18 B6 647 4243 £505.00
5-spoke wheel, “SLK SA” 7.5J x 17 ET36, 225/45 R17 B6 647 0607 £208.00 Main
5-spoke wheel, “SLK SA” * 8.5J x 17 ET30, 245/40 R17 B6 647 0606 £214.00
* Rear axle only.

Alloy wheel acessories
Rim locks for light alloy wheels set of 4, plus one key B6 647 0143 £47.00
Rim locks for forged wheels set of 4 plus one key B6 647 0142 £47.00
Wheel bolts, for light alloy wheels set of 5 B6 647 0133 £9.00
Wheel bolts, for forged wheels set of 5 B6 647 0132 £9.00

Wheel hub cover
Silver/blue B6 647 0120 £9.00
Titanium/silver B6 647 0202 £6.00
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Exterior enhancements/
safety accessories/
snow chains
Why not personalise the exterior 
of your SLK-Class with a stylish
accessory? For example, you could
add chrome highlights to the radiator
grille and mirror housing.
A set of replacement bulbs is a safety
essential. Keep them handy in your
glove compartment. Snow chains are
also available to give you ultimate
reassurance when driving conditions
are not perfect.
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Snow chains Fig.
RUD-matic disc 205/55 R16 B6 755 0004 £302.00 4
RUD-matic disc 225/45 R17 B6 755 0018 £354.00

Mudflaps
Front not for AMG or bodystyling B6 652 8221 £43.00
Rear not for AMG or bodystyling B6 652 8222 £43.00

Chrome trim
Exterior mirror housing set, matt chromed B6 688 1203 £145.00 1
Mirror base trim strips set, matt chromed B6 688 1206 £93.00
Highlights for radiator grille set, high sheen chromed B6 688 1222 £82.00

Aerodynamics
Front spoiler lips set, primed B6 688 1800 £177.00 Main
Rear apron trim primed B6 688 3300 £147.00 2

Replacement bulbs
Box set B6 681 0012 £20.00 3
Chromed indicator bulbs set of 2 B6 680 0040 £11.00
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CD changer Fig.
CD Changer B6 782 4060 £414.00 3
CD Mounting B6 782 4014 £10.00 3

Navigation
Audio 50 APS B6 782 3532 £1,347.00 Main
Audio Gateway for Audio 50 APS B6 782 3534 £326.00
Navigation CD for 50 APS, Europe Version 2.1 B6 782 3377 £301.00
Comand Navigation disc, Europe 2004 Version 3.0 B6 782 3369 £376.00 2

Quickparc parking aid
Complete kit B6 782 3815 £647.00 4

Audio/navigation/Quickparc
Entertainment and information. 
The Audio 50 APS navigation unit 
can guide you to your destination 
using vocal instructions and graphic
symbols on a central display. Plus 
the unit has a radio and CD player.

Quickparc helps you park quickly 
and safely in awkward situations. 
As you reverse an audible alarm warns 
you if you get too close to another 
vehicle or object.
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AMG styling
AMG is the perfect way to add that
extra special note to your SLK-Class.
Choose from our extensive range of
beautiful AMG alloy wheels or add
an AMG signature with luxury
velour floor mats. AMG door sills are
also available, combining practicality
with designer style.

Please note: Increased rim sizing may, in some
cases, require an appropriate change in tyre. 
All prices for alloy wheels are per wheel
excluding tyre fitting. For the full range of 
alloy wheels and AMG wheels please refer 
to the alloy wheel brochure.
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AMG door sills Fig.
Illuminated blue B6 602 1027 £482.00
Non-illuminated B6 602 1046 £156.00 2

AMG floor mats
With embroidered AMG logo B6 603 7095 £69.00 5
With embroidered AMG logo Driver’s mat B6 603 7097 £35.00

AMG alloy wheels
Style II 8.5J x 17 ET30, 245/40 B6 602 0085 £352.00
Style IV (A), sterling silver 7.5J x 17 ET37, 225/45 B6 603 1026 £311.00 4
Style IV (C), sterling silver 7.5J x 17 ET37, 225/45 B6 603 1302 £356.00
Style I (A) 7.5J x 17 ET37, 225/45 B6 603 1005 £282.00
Style III (A), sterling silver 8.5J x 17 ET34, 245/40 B6 603 1071 £360.00
Style III (B), sterling silver 7.5J x 17 ET37, 225/45 R18 B6 603 1030 £547.00
Style III (E) 7.5J x 18 ET37, 225/40 B6 603 1045 £636.00 3
Style III (G), smoky quartz 7.5J x 17 H2 ET37, 225/45 B6 603 1440 £345.00

AMG styling
Front apron, models without headlamp
cleaning system/without PARKTRONIC B6 603 6251 £759.00 Main
Front apron, models with headlamp
cleaning system/without PARKTRONIC B6 603 6252 £759.00
Front apron, models without headlamp
cleaning system/with PARKTRONIC B6 603 6253 £759.00
Front apron, models with headlamp
cleaning system/with PARKTRONIC B6 603 6254 £759.00
Side skirts B6 603 6255 £618.00
Rear apron, models without PARKTRONIC
and with standard exhaust B6 603 6256 £618.00
Rear apron, models with PARKTRONIC
and with standard exhaust B6 603 6257 £618.00
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TRACKER
A vehicle is stolen every two
minutes in the UK and over half 
are never seen again. Even with
insurance, victims of vehicle crime
face an increase in insurance
premiums and it has been estimated
that the average direct cost of 
having your vehicle stolen is £4,700,
even with fully comprehensive
insurance, not to mention the hassle
and disruption to daily life, travel
rearrangements and finding a
replacement vehicle.

Should the unthinkable happen to
you, you’ll be glad you chose
TRACKER, the UK’s number one
stolen vehicle recovery company,
offering an extensive and
competitively priced range of
products that brings peace of mind 
to vehicle owners.

TRACKER, stolen vehicle recovery system Fig.
TRACKER Retrieve Q3 501 0300 £223.00 1
TRACKER Monitor Q3 501 0110 £322.00
TRACKER Horizon Q3 501 0500 £537.00

TRACKER Network subscription options
Network Subscription including
Guard & Recover
(payable each year by Direct Debit) Annual £109.00
Network Subscription including
Guard & Recover
(for the duration of the customer’s
ownership of the vehicle) One-off £325.00
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1. Your Mercedes-Benz is stolen.

2. Inform TRACKER control unit
and activate TRACKER.

3. Car located and retrieved.



Car/screen care
Mercedes-Benz screen and car care
products have been specially
formulated to help keep your vehicle
looking as good as the day you
bought it. 

The car care range has cleaning
solutions for every material used.
From paintwork to leather to wheels,
our screen care solutions will help
keep visibility optimal.
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Car care Fig.
Paint cleaner. 500ml Q6 981 0003 £8.00 1
Car shampoo. 500ml Q6 981 0002 £6.00 1
Leather seat care. 500ml Q6 981 0005 £9.00 1
Interior care. 500ml Q6 981 0006 £9.00 1
Quick wipe. 500ml Q6 981 0008 £7.00 1
Wheel care. 500ml Q6 981 0007 £8.00 1

Screen care
Screencare pack. summer
2 x 500ml washer concentrate Q3 600 3191 £7.00
Washer concentrate, 500ml Q3 600 3171 £4.00 2
Windscreen anti-frost Q3 600 3175 £6.00 2
Screencare pack. 2 x 500ml 
washer concentrate, 1,000ml of
anti-frost additive winter Q3 600 3190 £12.00
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Beauty and practicality.



Please contact your Mercedes-Benz Retailer for advice, sales and equipment installation.
Please note: Changes may have been made to the products since this brochure went to press on 01.12. 2004. Colours may differ slightly from those shown due to the printing process. 

All accessories contained in this brochure are suitable for right-hand-drive versions of the R171 SLK-Class. 
Please consult your Mercedes-Benz Retailer for the latest details. All prices are inclusive of VAT. Prices do not include installation. Prices subject to change without notification.

DaimlerChrysler UK Ltd, Tongwell, Milton Keynes. ASM/642/1204


